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Abstract Many countries and regions evaluate long-term climate policy using technology-rich energy system models such as TIMES, which typically consider only one or a few fuel price scenarios. This paper develops a methodology for systematically incorporating parameter uncertainty into the TIMES energy system model. We apply the methodology to evaluate the effect of fossil fuel price uncertainty on the optimal power generation investment strategy for Belgium, for different CO2 reduction policies. We find that there are synergies between climate policy and risk aversion: for a risk-averse society, reducing greenhouse gas emissions is less costly than for a risk-neutral society. Conversely, a strong climate policy makes it less costly to reduce fossil fuel price risk in energy supply. However, these co-benefits between both policies are confined by the limitations on the potential of renewable energy and fossil fuel diversification. Keywords: energy system analysis, mean variance portfolio theory, fuel price uncertainty a Centre for Economic Sudies, KU Leuven, Naamestraat 69, B 3000 Leuven; email: [email protected] b European Commission, Directorate-General Joint Research Centre, Institute for Energy and Transport, P.O. Box 2, NL-1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands; email: [email protected] c VITO, Flemish Institute of Technological Research; Boeretang 200; B2400 Mol; Belgium; email: [email protected] The authors thank Denise Van Regemorter for initiating this research topic.
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1. INTRODUCTION



Climate change is a concern for several governments around the world. In order to keep temperature changes below 2ºC, the European Council reconfirmed in February 2011 the EU’s objective of reducing EU greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 80-95% by 2050 compared to 1990, in the context of necessary reductions according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) by developed countries as a group (European Commission, 2011a). Climate change policies usually go hand in hand with concerns about security of energy supply. Both the Low Carbon Roadmap and the Energy Roadmap of the European Commission (2011a,b) conclude that the current European energy system faces problems because of high dependency on foreign sources of energy, imported from a limited number of suppliers. Overall import dependency is around 54% and is projected to increase by 2050, including additional supplies from politically unstable regions. This import dependency leads to severe volatility in expenditures on fuel imports: for example, the IEA estimates that the EU’s net imports of oil in 2012 will cost 2.8% of GDP, against an average of 1.7% between 2000 and 2010 (Financial Times, 2012). Various energy models use the above-mentioned GHG targets to explore a range of climate policies taking into account additional constraints such as security of energy supply or competitiveness. However, the energy system faces several kinds of uncertainty that are generally not incorporated in the existing models. Uncertainty stems from fluctuating energy prices, future carbon prices, environmental constraints and/or technological progress. Taking this uncertainty into account is not only important from a societal perspective, but also for understanding the risky decisions of private actors in the liberalized EU energy markets.
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This paper proposes an approach for incorporating long-range fuel price uncertainty into a linear energy system model. The focus is on the TIMES model generator. TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) is an evolved version of MARKAL and is a generic model tailored by the input data to represent the evolution of a specific energy system, which has been developed in a cooperative multinational project by the Energy Technology Systems Analysis Programme (ETSAP) of the International Energy Agency. In essence, a model generated by TIMES finds the least-cost solution for the entire energy system with flexibility in terms of time resolution and sectoral focus. We concentrate on the impact of fossil fuel price uncertainty on technology choice in the power sector. We apply our proposed TIMES-based methodology in a case study about the Belgian energy system from 2010 to 2050. Starting from a reference scenario, 8 different scenarios are considered, which include different CO2 targets and different levels of societal risk aversion visà-vis fuel price uncertainty. The results are used to study two main policy questions. First, we investigate possible co-benefits that exist between reducing fuel price risks on the one hand, and reducing CO2 emissions on the other hand. Second, we look into detail to what extent these cost effects are driven by investment choices. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in the next section, we provide a short overview of existing literature. Section 3 deals with a theoretical description of how to measure uncertainty so as to include it in an investment decision. Section 4 presents our methodology for including large-scale fuel price risk in the TIMES energy system model, and describes the policy scenarios that we evaluate using the Belgian TIMES model. Section 5 discusses the results, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. PORTFOLIO THEORY AND THE TIMES MODEL



The incorporation of uncertainty into the energy system has been studied for several decades. The first application of portfolio theory to fossil fuel procurement in the US electricity industry was carried out by Bar-Lev and Katz (1976). Recently, portfolio analysis has been applied to the determination of an optimal mix of energy generating technologies. Risk analysis for the energy market was first studied for the US (Humphreys and McClain, 1998) and the European Union (Awerbuch, 2000). While Awerbuch focused more on electricity generation and the optimal electricity mix, Humphreys and McClain developed a regional model for the US, incorporating different industries and energy services. Further research by Awerbuch and Berger (2003) and Awerbuch (2006) add refinements to the original paper. An overview of these early attempts can be found in Bazilian and Roques (2008) and Fuss (2008). Applications of portfolio analysis in the energy sector were made for The Netherlands (Jansen et al., 2006), for Switzerland (Krey and Zweifel, 2006) and Taiwan (Huang and Wu, 2008). Recent contributions discuss both the effect of uncertainty in prices and availability of wind for electricity generation (Delarue, 2010). Within the TIMES optimisation framework, uncertainty has been studied by including a stochastic version of TIMES. For a detailed description of the stochastic TIMES formulation, we refer to Loulou and Lehtila (2008). This module provides two possible approaches to deal with uncertain parameters: a Minimax regret criterion with respect to the objective function or the mean variance approach in which the variance is approached through the upper absolute deviation method. For a more detailed definition we refer to the next chapter. An application of these approaches can be found in recent literature (e.g. Aertsens et al. 1999, Loulou et al. 2009) for the global TIMES model TIAM.
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An important limitation of the stochastic module in TIMES is the restriction in the number of scenarios due to a strong increase in computing time. For each optimisation step, the weighted average cost of all scenarios has to be minimized, which means that all system variables require an index for each scenario taken into account. Furthermore, no correlation between uncertain parameters can be modelled. The contribution of this paper focuses on eliminating these restrictions for the TIMES model. In doing so, we introduce the portfolio approach into the existing TIMES framework, without using the stochastic module. The results could be extended to other linear programming models of the energy system.



3. RISK MEASURES



One of the first approaches to include risk in investment decisions in the energy sector – the Mean-Variance portfolio approach – is derived from financial economics. The ‘Mean-Variance’ theory for asset investment was introduced by Markowitz (1952). It proposes how investors can use diversification to optimize their portfolios: holding a diversified portfolio of assets reduces their exposure to individual asset risk, without necessarily reducing overall returns. In this section, we review the portfolio theory, studying the mean variance approach and two alternatives.



3.1 Expected utility and portfolio theory The main approach of decision making under uncertainty is the maximization of expected utility:     



(1)
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in which F(x) represents the cumulative distribution of the outcomes x. The Mean-Variance model, in which the objective function maximizes      , is an approximation of maximizing the expected utility. µ is the expected return and σ2 is the variance of the return σ ∑ p x  µ . The variance is an indicator of the risk of the probability distribution and λ reflects the degree of risk aversion of the decision maker. This model corresponds only exactly to the expected utility approach under very stringent conditions on the utility function (quadratic utility function) or on the probability distribution function (normal distribution), but can give a good approximation of the solution that maximises the expected utility (Varian, 1993). For two assets in a portfolio, the expected portfolio return, E(rp), is the weighted average of the individual expected returns E(ri) of the two assets:     



  



(2)



Where w1, w2 are the proportional shares of assets 1 and 2 in the portfolio and E(r1), E(r2) are the expected returns for those assets. The portfolio risk, σp, is also a weighted average of the two assets, taking into account the correlation coefficient between the two returns:  ! 



 



2  #  



(3)



where: ρ12 is the correlation between the two return streams, and σ1 and σ2 are the standard deviations of the returns of asset 1 and 2 respectively. Lower correlation among portfolio components reduces the portfolio risk, reflecting greater diversity. Implementing this approach in an investment model for the energy sector means taking into account both cost and risk , as opposed to the least-cost approach traditionally implemented in TIMES, in which only cost is considered. The objective function becomes: $%&'()*



 +'()*,



(4)
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With this objective function, optimal investments are not solely based on the expected production costs, but also on the variance and covariance of cost fluctuations.



3.2 Alternative approaches The Mean-Variance method is not the only method that is used in literature to incorporate uncertainty on returns into an optimal investment strategy. We discuss one other method – the Value at Risk (VaR) approach – and a special case of the Mean-Variance approach, the Upper Absolute Deviation. Both approaches use a risk aversion parameter to represent the weight of uncertainty in the total cost definition, which equals zero in the case of risk-neutral optimization. Value at Risk The Value at Risk concept is also derived from finance. It measures the risk of loss on a portfolio of assets: it is a number that expresses the maximum expected loss attributable to changes in the market price of financial instruments for a given time horizon and for a given confidence interval and for a given position or portfolio of instruments. In other words, it is the loss level that will not be exceeded with a specified probability. It can be computed for a given assumption about the probability distribution of return on the market variables from which the probability distribution of the change in the value of the portfolio is derived. The idea when using it in a power sector investment model is to add a VaR-based measure of the risk to the objective function: the objective is to minimize expected cost plus α times standard deviation of cost: min0Ecost



α !varcost:



(5)
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The advantage of this approach is that the risk aversion parameter α has a very straightforward interpretation: the case with α = 1.6 is equivalent to the minimization of the cost that occurs in the 5th percentile of worst cases, i.e. it minimizes the 95% one-sided confidence level of costs, assuming a normal distribution. Linear approach: Upper Absolute Deviation In both methods described before, the use of the variance as a measure for the cost of uncertainty generally requires a nonlinear, non-convex model to compute a final solution. As non-linearity imposes computational restrictions on the model size, one can replace the variance by ‘Upper Absolute Deviation’: ;?+ '()* ∑@ ;@ 0'()*@  '()*:



A



(6)



in which the sum is made over all possible states-of-the-world j with probabilities pj. The function y &x,A is defined by the following two linear constraints: y C x and y C 0. The objective function becomes: $%&'()*



G ;?+ H()*,



(7)



The advantage of this approach is that this linear system decreases the computation time of the model, so that complex systems are solvable within a reasonable time. However, there are two important consequences of using the upper absolute deviation: First, the average variation of the model is lower when only upward deviations are taken into account. As a consequence, we find here a different interpretation of γ in comparison with the risk aversion parameter α. For a clear understanding of the relationship between both parameters, we refer to the next section. Second, possible profits resulting from lower than average cost are never taken into account. These profits might decrease the incentive to diversify or to invest in certain technologies. The two effects together might over- or underestimate the total cost of uncertainty if they are not corrected for.
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Due to its computational advantages, we choose the Upper Absolute Deviation as the measure for risk in this paper. Computation of this measure requires a summation over all possible cases, which can be approximated through a Monte Carlo simulation.



4. METHOD FOR INCLUSION OF FUEL PRICE UNCERTAINTY IN TIMES



In this section, we describe our approach for including fossil fuel price uncertainty in the TIMES energy model. In essence, our approach uses a Monte Carlo simulation in order to find the optimum in equation (7). This section is structured as follows. First, in Section 4.1 we describe how we generate an appropriate set of Monte Carlo cases to describe fuel price uncertainty. Next, in Section 4.2, we describe a computationally efficient way for integrating the Monte Carlo computations into the TIMES energy system model. Finally, in Section 4.3 we describe the 9 scenarios in which we run the TIMES model. These 9 scenarios differ in terms of the societal risk aversion parameter and in terms of the assumed CO2 reduction policy.



4.1 Fuel price paths with Monte Carlo approach To model the price volatility of fossil fuels, we construct a set of fuel price paths for oil, coal and gas, which can be used in a Monte Carlo simulation. The underlying stochastic process used for generating these fuel prices paths needs to take into account the correlation between these prices. Following the tradition in stock price modelling theory, we model the oil, coal and gas prices as a multivariate geometric Brownian motion. The covariance matrix of oil, coal and gas log returns is
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estimated based on annual prices 1988-2008 as reported by BP (2009), as shown in Table 1. The table shows individual annual volatility of 21-22% for each of the commodities. Correlation between log returns varies from 0.33 (between oil and coal) to 0.49 (between oil and gas).



Table 1: Covariance matrix of annual log returns of oil, coal and gas price processes Oil 0.047666 0.015483 0.022898



Oil Coal Gas



Coal



Gas



0.046052 0.018412



0.046349



Fuel prices were then generated for the period 2010-2050 through Monte Carlo simulations, given the covariance matrix above. In total, 1000 simulations were created of which various examples are shown in Figure 1. The expected fuel prices, the average of these 1000 simulations, is assumed to follow the price path of the import prices used in the reference scenario of the Energy Roadmap 2050 of the European Commission (2011b). In 2050, based on the PROMETHEUS stochastic world energy model, the oil price reaches 127 $2008/barrel, the gas price 98 $2008/boe and the coal price 30$2008/boe.



Figure 1: Examples of price scenarios used in the Monte Carlo simulation (OIL = thin line, GAS = dotted line, COAL = thick line), indexed to base year 2010 500
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4.2 Integration of price volatility within the TIMES framework For the integration of fuel price uncertainty with many simulations, we cannot rely on the existing stochastic framework that is implemented in TIMES, for the reasons already explained in Section 2. Instead, we propose a novel approach based on Monte Carlo simulation using the price paths described in the previous section. We choose use the standard (non-stochastic) TIMES model, and add fuel price uncertainty through a modification of the welfare function that is being maximized. In principle, the stochastic approach would require including the 1000 Monte Carlo price paths into the optimization and solving for the energy mix that minimizes system cost according to equation (7) , which would suffer from large computational complexity, because it requires computing the total system cost for every additional fuel price scenario . However, we can severely simplify the computation by exploiting the linearity of the TIMES model. First of all, the first term in equation (7), i.e. the average system cost across all Monte Carlo price paths, is simply equal to the system cost under the ‘average’ price path, thanks to the linearity. In the second term, for each of the 1000 simulations the possible extra fuel cost due to price variations is included in the objective function if and only if this cost is positive. Note that we consider the total extra fuel cost of the system: in some cases, it is possible that for a given price path, low price for one fuel compensates for high prices of another fossil fuel. According to equation (6), the total sum of all extra fuel costs is only taken into account when it is positive: ∑VUWX0IJKL  MIJKL NOJKL



IPQKR  SIPQKR TOPQKR



IQUR  SIQUR TOQUR : Y 0



(8)



The extra risk aversion cost added to the system costs equals the average of these extra fuel costs over the 1000 simulations. As illustrated by equation (7), this method results in a trade-off
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between reducing variation and reducing expected total system cost: by changing energy choices, a risk-averse society can reduce variation at the expense of increased expected system or operation costs. As TIMES covers the whole energy system (and not only the power sector), it is the overall uncertainty due to price variation which is taken into account. It might be interesting in a further stage to separate these effects by sector. In this example, we do not take into account price uncertainty on biofuels, as historical data on biofuels are very unreliable to predict long term forecasts. Recall that these prices paths were constructed taking into account both the price variance as well as the covariance between price fluctuations of different fuels. As a consequence, the uncertainty incorporated in the model covers of the price variation of all fossil fuels simultaneously. Finally, note that the model decisions are non-adaptive: the model decides upon a fixed investment schedule and does not change decisions as fuel price uncertainty is resolved over time.



4.3 Scenarios The remainder of the paper applies the proposed approach to a case study using the TIMES model for Belgium. We implement three different levels of CO2 targets (including no target) and three levels of risk aversion (including risk neutrality). Hence, we identify 9 possible scenarios in total. The reference case assumes a risk neutral optimization without any CO2 target. We analyze the difference in expected total cost and investment choices as a consequence of implementing the target, for each risk aversion parameter separately. The CO2 target for Belgium is derived from the EU TIMES model where a CO2 target was imposed, being a reduction of 20% in 2020 gradually increasing to 80% in 2050, compared to the
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1990 emissions . The cost efficient allocation of the reduction between the EU countries implies a reduction target of 59% for Belgium in 2050 (Nijs and Van Regemorter, 2012). In order to incorporate model sensitivity, we also analyze the case in which Belgium would adopt a more stringent reduction target of 70% by 2050. We do not include the cost of buying CO2 permits abroad as this will depend on the burden sharing agreement within the EU. Only CO2 emissions are considered, as the other GHG’s are not modelled in TIMES and the energy system is only responsible for a small part of the other GHG’s. In all scenarios, the demand for energy services (like vehicle km driven or tonnes of steel demand) can change as a function of the energy service price. Also, the nuclear phase-out is kept and CCS is allowed. The Belgian renewable target of 13% in 2020 is imposed and kept constant after 2020. In all scenarios, the discount rate is fixed to 4%, reflecting the public sector approach in the policy evaluation with TIMES. The scenarios of the risk-aversion parameter are derived from standard levels of risk-aversion used in Value-at-Risk (VaR) calculcations. First, it is easy to calculate that for the normal distribution, the upper absolute deviation corresponds to 0.38 times the standard deviation. Hence, the appropriate risk-aversion parameter γ in equation (7) can be computed by dividing the corresponding VaR risk parameter α (in equation (5)) by 0.38. The risk parameter α, in turn, can be computed based on typical confidence levels used for VaR calculations.



Table 2: Risk-aversion parameter choices corresponding to various confidence levels One-sided confidence level Two sided confidence level α γ 85% 70% 1.04 2.59 90% 80% 1.28 3.21 95% 90% 1.65 4.11 98% 96% 1.96 4.90 99% 98% 2.33 5.89
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We choose the risk-aversion scenarios based on the values in the table. For low risk-aversion, we choose γ=3.21, which corresponds to a one-sided VaR confidence level of 90%. For high riskaversion, we choose γ=5.89, which corresponds to a one-sided VaR confidence level of 99%. These assumptions result in the following nine scenarios: Table 3: Scenario overview Risk neutrality 1. (γ =0) Low risk aversion (γ =3.21) High risk aversion (γ =5.89)



No CO2 reduction -58% CO2 reduction -70% CO2 reduction REFERENCE γ0_low γ0_high γ3_no γ3_low γ3_high γ6_no γ6_low γ6_high



5. RESULTS



We used the Belgian TIMES model to evaluate the scenarios described at the end of the previous section. This section discusses the results



5.1 Risk and trade-off between risk and cost The scenarios have different levels of fuel expenditure variations and different costs. The reference scenario has the highest level of variation but has the lowest system cost. First, we calculate in this paragraph the Value at Risk for different risk levels. It is defined as the upper cost variation of the energy system which is exceeded with some probability. Then, we calculate the efficient portfolio frontier, based on both risks and costs. Risk of uncertain energy systems Our modified TIMES model optimizes the energy system under a given set of drivers and boundaries, taking both cost and variation of cost into account. The second part of the objective
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function to be optimized (7) is the risk measure and we graphically represent this risk for all energy systems in all scenarios. Based on the Absolute Upper Deviation, and via the conversion factor 0.38 to the standard deviation, the VaR can be calculated, as if the model had been using equation (5) instead of equation (7). Each energy system has different expected upward cost variations for different risk level. For example, the 80%-VaR is the upper estimate of the difference between the actual cost of an energy system and the expected cost which is exceeded with 20% probability. Figure 2: VaR for different risk levels (annual B€) 40 35
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γ3_no



γ6_no



γ0_high



γ3_high



γ6_high



B€2005/year



30 25 20 15 10 5 0 70%
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95%



100%



We conclude from Figure 2 that the risk-neutral energy system without climate policy is sensitive because in 25% of the cases, the yearly energy system cost can be 10 B€/year higher than the expected cost. The VaR reaches around 20 and 30 B€/year for a 10% and 2% risk level respectively. By adopting measures for a reduction of CO2 with 70%, the VaR of scenario REF
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decreases with 25%. The impact of the CO2 reduction is much smaller in the γ3 and γ6 scenarios which by default have less risky portfolios due to higher risk aversion levels. Risk and costs of efficient energy portfolio’s As shown in the results the variation of the total cost can strongly be reduced compared to a reference scenario. To do so, the cost of the energy system increases with what we define here as the yearly additional system cost1. Both the standard deviation as a measure of risk and the yearly additional system cost are plotted in Figure 3. We connect the results of the TIMES model and get the efficient portfolio frontier. Figure 3: Risk (standard deviation) and cost for 3 levels of climate policies (annual B€) 0.0
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The system covered is the Belgian energy system and the additional cost is the total discounted welfare loss for the total modelling period up to 2050. In general, the total welfare will decrease because we focus on fixed costs, variable costs and surplus losses, without including the benefits for reducing CO2 emissions or reducing the fuel price volatility . All costs are additional costs compared to the reference scenario, induced by energy system changes that tackle greenhouse gas emissions or fuel price variation, expressed in Euros of 2005.
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For a given climate ambition and risk level (alpha), one can see the optimal strategy and the optimal combination of risk and cost. Without climate policies, we can reduce the standard deviation of the energy system cost with some 6 B€ by increasing the yearly system cost with some 2.5 B€. In the climate policy scenarios, the risks are reduced even for a risk neutral energy system. We conclude that synergies are important but also that reducing the cost variation has limitations with no scenario having a standard deviation lower than 6 B€/year. The next sections give more insight in the synergies between risk aversion and CO2 policies.



5.2 Cost of risk aversion and the cost of a CO2 policy For each of the nine scenarios we compute the yearly additional system cost and analyze the differences between various scenarios. First, we look at the extra system cost generated by uncertainty on fuel prices, for a given CO2 policy. The cost increase for different levels of risk aversion is assessed. Secondly, we look at the cost of CO2 policy for given levels of risk aversion. Co-benefits of fuel price risk reduction and CO2 reduction are discussed in terms of system costs. The impact of risk aversion on the system cost for different CO2 policies We compute the cost of increasing risk aversion by comparing the yearly system costs of the benchmark (no risk aversion), with the scenarios of γ =3.21 and γ =5.89 respectively, each time for a given CO2 policy. For simplicity, we do not analyze the -58% target, situated between the other two. The net extra costs (sum of up and down components) that result from increased risk aversion are represented by the red bars (on the right) in Figure 4. First of all, we see that uncertainty has a very significant impact on the total costs of the energy system. By introducing low and high risk aversion, the total costs are increased with 3.4% and
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7.6%, respectively. As TIMES trades off new technology options for a lower variation in costs, the yearly additional costs vary between 1.4 and 5.6 billion euro. Second, we see that existing CO2 policies decrease the cost of reducing fuel price risks up to some 30%. Figure 4: Impact of increasing levels of γ on the yearly additional system cost for a zero and a -70% CO2 reduction, compared to the risk neutral scenario (B€)2. 10 8 6 VAR 4
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When decomposing the additional system cost (the left hand side columns in Figure 4), we can clearly demonstrate a trade-off between cost components. By decreasing the fossil fuels that are consumed, both the variable costs of the system (VAR) as well as the risk towards variation (γ . UpAbsDev, not shown in the figure) are decreased. This reduction is achieved in two ways. First, there is a shift towards technologies with higher investment costs (INV) or fixed costs (FIX). These technologies generate a lower variation of total fuel costs because (1) they are more energy efficient so that the total fuel input itself is lower – or non existing in the case of renewables – and/or (2) they use a different fuel input mix so that the variation itself is lowered for a given total fuel input. Second, a reduction in total energy services demand (ELS) lowers the risk of facing high total costs of variation because there is just less energy being delivered. Obviously,
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The total costs on the right are equal to the changes in yearly additional system costs from Figure 3.
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this leads to a cost because of the unserved demand. We focus on the technology choices in section 5.3. The impact of CO2 policies on the system cost for different levels of risk We do exactly the same exercise to determine the cost of implementing a CO2 policy; we compute the cost by taking the difference between the no-policy and low- and high- policy scenario, for each of the risk aversion parameters. We map the yearly additional system cost and the relative cost increase, represented in Table 3. Table 4: Annual cost of reducing CO2 emissions for different levels of risk (B€) EU target (-58%)



High target (-70%)



Yearly Extra cost Relative increase Yearly Extra cost Relative increase risk neutral (γ=0)



3,2



4.3%



4,6



6.3%



low risk aversion (γ=3.21)



2,3



2.9%



3,5



4.6%



high risk aversion (γ=5.89)



2,2



2.8%



3,1



3.9%



Without any risk reducing policy, the cost of decreasing emissions is comparable to the previously discussed uncertainty cost (4.3% compared to 3.7%). However, the cost of a CO2 policy is overestimated if no risk aversion is taken into account: Starting from a reference situation in which price risks and risk aversion are already incorporated in the model, the cost of the CO2 reduction is lowered with some 30%. As a result, part of the cost of the global climate problem, reported in the risk neutral case, can be attributed to support a local energy security goal through price risk reductions. For a very stringent reduction of price variations (i.e. high risk aversion), we see much less additional gains in cost decreases when reducing CO2 emissions. Synergies of combining carbon and energy security policies In general, both views support the idea of synergies between price risk reduction and CO2 policies. For a given risk aversion, the cost of a CO2 reduction is lower. Vice versa, for a given
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CO2 policy, the cost of reducing price risks decreases. By decomposing the costs as in Figure 4, we find multiple explanations for these co-benefits. First of all, both a reduction of price risks and a reduction of CO2 emissions lead to a decrease in the total energy services demand. This effect3 seems to be of higher importance than the increase in investment costs. However, also investment decisions might lead to synergies in the different policy options. The most straightforward explanation is the role of renewables: if we have no CO2 policy, then the optimal solution for high risk aversion parameters already includes energy technologies that are not affected by price variations, being more green technologies. The cost of implementing a CO2 policy is lower because in the reference scenario already less CO2 is emitted by the chosen energy mix.



5.3 Analysis of investment decisions The role of renewables in the electricity mix We expect that fuel price variation increases investments in renewable energy, as this would reduce the variable fuel cost. We focus on wind and solar PV. The role of biomass is discussed in a following section. We compare the installed capacity of wind power for different levels of risk aversion. If no CO2 policy is conducted, price risks on fossil fuels already increase the total capacity of wind power. By 2050, wind power is used at full potential for low and high risk aversion levels. In this example, renewable energy sources thus contribute to the CO2 policy, while simultaneously decreasing price risks.



3



Consumer loss expressed as the sum of the willingness to pay for all demand units lost because of the increased prices (not loss of consumer surplus)
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Figure 5. Installed capacity of wind power (GWe) in the absence of any CO2 reduction 7 6 5 Max Potential
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However, the increase in installed capacity for wind power can only explain co-benefits between price risk reduction and CO2 reduction as long as its maximum capacity is not attained, which is not the case for any of the CO2 reduction policies. In contrast with wind power, solar PV technology is not fully exploited in any of the scenarios. Even when a very strong reduction target of -70% is set, only a limited set of available solar technologies is chosen by the model. In general, renewable energy sources are indeed an important driver for co-benefits. However, these co-benefits may be bounded for two reasons: •



A technology might be fully exploited so that no further increase in installed capacity is possible.



•



Even with very strict policies, both on CO2 and price risk reduction, some renewables are considered too expensive to be chosen for the optimal energy mix.



Trading of coal and gas in the global energy system Following existing literature on fuel price uncertainty, the introduction of risk aversion should lead to fossil fuel diversification towards those fuels with the smallest variance on price and correlation with other fuel prices (Bar-Lev & Katz, 1976). In accordance to our data and price simulations described in previous sections, we clearly see that risk aversion leads to an increase
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of coal within the energy mix, as coal has the lowest price variance and correlation with other fossil fuels. Also, fuel costs are lower for coal plants than for gas and oil plants. Table 4 represents the average share of fossil fuels within the final energy demand. Electricity is decomposed according to fuels used for generation. Uncertain energy prices in this example give an incentive to increase both renewables and coal generation. All scenarios propose a switch from gas to coal within the electricity sector before 2040, in most cases a switch from gas with CCS to coal with CCS. Table 5: Share of total energy generation by source for a CO2 reduction target of 58% Coal Gas Oil Renewables Other γ0_low (REF)
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In contrast to the role of renewable energy, this effect does not generate synergies between risk reduction and CO2 policies. The higher price variation handicap of gas usage leads to a favourable treatment of coal, which increases CO2 emissions in the scenarios with higher risk aversion. An important remark, is that all scenarios allowed the full exploitation of carbon capture and storage technologies: limiting these technologies would very rapidly increase the share of gas generated electricity, and decrease the total coal consumption. Trading of coal and biomass for electricity generation Biomass electricity provides a very interesting interaction between renewable energy and fossil fuel diversification, being the increased use of coal. For every scenario except for the reference case, the full potential of biomass energy is used in the energy mix. However, the way in which this energy source enters the optimal energy strategy depends on the level of risk aversion.
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Figure 6. Installed capacity of biomass electricity for CO2 reduction of 70% 20 15 γ0_high 10
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For small levels of risk aversion, biomass is mainly used in the electricity generation mix. However, by increasing risk aversion, fossil fuel diversification decreases biomass generated electricity, by switching to coal generation. The remaining biomass is used in other sectors (industry, commercial).



6. CONCLUSIONS



In this paper, we have proposed an approach for including fossil fuel price risk into the TIMES energy system model. In a first step, we have generated a set of Monte Carlo price paths for oil, coal and gas, based on multivariate geometric Brownian motion. Secondly, we modified the TIMES objective function so as to include Upper Absolute Deviation in the optimization question as a linear measure of risk. Thirdly, we demonstrated the use of our methodology by applying it to a case study of Belgium. Using the Belgian TIMES model, we investigated the effects of risk-aversion and the interaction between fossil fuel price risk and climate policy. We find very significant costs of uncertainty within the energy system, resulting from price fluctuations in the long term. On the one hand, these high costs create opportunities for two important types of synergies between climate policy and risk reduction: first of all, reducing price risk only to a small extent already favours renewable energy sources that can be used to reduce
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CO2 emissions. Secondly, energy efficiency and energy service demand reduction play a very important role for long-term energy planning, and serve both local risk reduction and global CO2 reduction. On the other hand, negative synergies can occur when increasing fuel price risks leads to a more prominent role for coal-based energy generation instead of gas-based generation. The net effect depends both on the limited potential of renewable energy and on the interdependencies that exist across the different domains within the energy system. For Belgium, the net benefit seems very significant and positive. CO2 policies can decrease the cost of reducing fuel price risks by up to around 30%. Conversely, for a risk-averse society, reducing CO2 is up to 30% less costly than for a risk-neutral society. Hence, existing studies overestimate the true cost of reducing CO2 emissions in Belgium: independently of climate policy, renewable energy will enter the energy mix to reduce the risk of variable fossil fuel prices. Our approach has several limitations. First of all, our method does not use revelation points in time on the actual price of fossil fuels between 2010 and 2050. Therefore, this demand reduction may be an overestimation, as consumers are able to adapt their behavior on a much shorter timeframe. Second, much uncertainty has yet to be introduced: for example, no variation is assumed on the prices of biomass or technology parameters. The approach proposed in this paper is a first step towards the implementation of parameter variation within the TIMES family of optimization models. Further research is necessary to fully incorporate a broad spectrum of uncertainty within energy modeling.
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